
MODE OF TEACHING-LEARNING: SYNCHRONOUS (ONLINE INTERACTIVE SESSION VIA ZOOM APP)

MONTH CHAPTER/TOPIC LEARNING OUTCOME
ACTIVITY/PROJECT/

ASSIGNMENT
PPT/VIDEOS

ASSESSMENT 

(ONLINE/

OFFLINE)

HOME BASED 

EXPERIMENT/ACTIVITY

MONTH 1

Unit-10 haloalkanes and 

haloarenes;Unit-2 solutions

Appreciate the role of 

stereochemistry

 in reactions;solvesnumerical on 

colligative 

properties

 


Give IUPAC names;

solves numerical based on

 colligative properties

PPT on solution(u-2) Online Test
Exercise from textbook:

prepare grahphic organiser for conversions

MONTH 2 Unit-11 alcohols,phenols and 

ethers

Unit-5 Surface chemistry

Write equations for various 

reactions;explin 

;describe factors affecting acidity 

of alcohols;

learn various surface phenomenon

Write the name reactions ;

 explain mechanism of adsorption;

interpret adsorption isotherms

PPT on surface chemistry Online Test

Learn the terms from surface chemistry:

make a graphic organiser for conversions

 surface chemistry:

MONTH 3 Unit-13 Amines;

Unit-6 general

principles and process of 

isolation of elements

Writes equations for various 

reactions:

explain the factors affecting basicity 

of amines;describe process

 involved in isolation of metals

Write the name reactions ;

 writeequations for various metallurgical 

process

PPT on unit-6 online

Prepare graphic organiser for chemical

 reactions:learn principles for

 concentration and purification of metals

MONTH 4 Unit-9 Co-ordination

 compounds;

Unit-3 

Electrochemistry

Explain the bonding in 

co-ordination compounds using

 VBT and CFT;numericals using 

nernst equation

Solves numericals (unit 3); name the co-

ordination compounds and write the 

formulae; explain the magnetic 

properties using CFT 

http://youtu.be/jhn00jyyUcA  online

Complete the numerical from the text book 

(unit 3); draw the optical and geometrical 

isomers

MONTH 5
Unit-12 Aldehydes, Ketones and 

Carboxylic acids;

 Unit -4 chemical kinetics

 Unit - 7 the P-block elements

Learn the physical and chemical 

properties of Group 15-18 elements, 

write equations for the preparations 

of some important compounds

Compare the properties of Group 15-18 

elements by preparing a comparison 

table.

https://youtu.be/UmbmTSj73K4 online
Draw the structures of some important 

compounds
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MONTH 6

Unit -8 the d and f block 

elements, 

Unit -14 bio-molecules

Compare the various physical 

properties of d block elements 

graphically, correlate various 

oxidation state in terms of E
0 

values

Compare the properties of lanthanoids 

and actinoids, state reasons for various 

physical behaviour of d block elements

https://youtu.be/LzZWHSdYaxw online
Write equations for preparation and 

oxidation reaction of K2Cr2O7 and KMnO4

MONTH 7

Unit -15 polymers,

 Unit 16 chemistry in every day 

life,

 Unit - 1 the solid state

Calculate packing efficiency for 

various unit cells, solves numericals 

based on density, describe the 

importance and chemistry of drugs, 

preservatives, surfactants etc. Write 

structures for different addition and 

condenstation polymers

Solves numericals (unit 1); write 

equations for polymerisation reactions, 

explain drug-enzyme interactions, sites 

examples for anti-biotics,tranquilizers 

etc.

https://youtu.be/RcG9e2Bg3eE online

Make a 3D model of hexagonal close 

packing or cubic close packing, write 

equations for the preparation of the given 

polymers, complete the text book exercises 

(unit -16)

https://youtu.be/LzZWHSdYaxw
https://youtu.be/RcG9e2Bg3eE
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